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Energy Exchange: Market-Based Curtailment Management 

UK Power Networks is using flexible 
distributed generation (FDG) connections to 
enable quicker and cheaper customer 
connections in areas with limited network 
capacity.

We are developing a market mechanism to 
enable more efficient management of 
network constraints, by allowing constraint 
trading and by accessing a larger pool of DER 
(FDG and firm connections) to manage the 
constraints 

Project Introduction



Flexible DG & Regulatory Landscape Overview

Flexible Plug and Play

• First trialled flexible 
connections

• Connected 15 customers
• Over 50 MW

Wider FDG Rollout
• Flexible connection offers 

available across all areas
• Healthy pipeline of FDG 

applications of over 400 MW

FDG into BAU

• Rollout of flexible 
connections beyond the 
project

• Only accessible in certain 
zones

2011 20192014

A decade of change

• Allocation of access rights
• Improved queue management
• Scope for trading obligations

2018 2020

Ofgem significant code 
review launches (SCR)

• Enabling more low 
carbon generation at 
lower cost

• Promoting system 
flexibility

Ofgem 
decarbonisation 

action plan

Net Zero law passed

SCR Open Letter
• Potential reforms to 

upfront charges for 
connecting to the 
distribution networks, 
confirmed as a key 
option that Ofgem is 
taking forward.

2010

Feed-In Tariff 
Launched

• To promote the uptake of 
renewable and low-carbon 
electricity

• Valid for up to 5 MW
• Solar PV, wind, CHP, hydro, 

anaerobic digestion

2017

FDG delivered
• Over 120 MW 

connected



Key Limitations of Flexible DG using ‘LIFO – Last In First Out’

Inefficient 
Curtailment

Not open to 
alternatives to 

curtailment

Limited signalling to 
trigger and fund 

future reinforcement

As generators are 
curtailed on a ‘last in, 
first out’ principle, 
this is not always the 
most efficient way to 
manage network 
operation.

For example, demand 
turn-up could be a 
more suitable solution 
to manage excess 
demand in some 
regions

There is no mechanism to 
identify how the overall cost 
of curtailment compares to 
the cost of reinforcing an 
area and ‘upgrading’ to firm 
connections 



Market-Based Curtailment Management Illustration

FDG1

FDG2

FDG3

Under LIFO, FDG1 would 
be curtailed in the first 
instance to alleviate the 
network constraint.

MBCM would 
allow any DER on 
the feeder to take 
curtailment for 
FDG1 in exchange 
for £

Network 
Constraint



Market-Based Curtailment Mechanism benefits

Cost 
effective 

curtailment

Help establish 
new solutions 
to curtailment

Establish 
price 

signals
Curtailment will be based on the 
bids of the respective market 
participants, and their position 
within the network. On meshed 
networks, for example, some 
units are better placed to 
alleviate a constraint than others, 
for example if they are closer to 
the constraint.

The market-based curtailment 
will facilitate other parties, such 
as demand-side response and 
storage, to alleviate constraints. 
This will help these parties earn 
revenues, reduce the cost of 
curtailment and reduce losses. 

The trading of curtailment will 
help the discovery of prices 
regarding the scarcity of 
capacity in the constrained 
areas. For example, consistent 
and repeated high constraint 
prices will indicate where 
future reinforcement should be 
triggered. 



• Technology agnostic – Market design should be technology agnostic, opening the market to 
alternatives to curtailment, thereby increasing competition and driving technical and economic 
efficiency. 

• Improvement for participants – The market design needs to present an opportunity for 
potential market participants to improve their situation relative to the non-market-based 
connection agreement.

• Efficient curtailment – The market should incentivise the participation of low-cost and 
optimally-sited generators allowing constraints to be relieved in the most efficient manner. 
Participants would include their true opportunity cost of curtailment.

• Fair – It should discourage behaviour that would be seen as “gaming” the system, particularly if 
it results in some network users paying more than they would under current arrangements.

Market Design Principles



• DSO is the central market participant with which DER contract
• Flexible DG and other DER submit their offers to be curtailed, or 

increase their demand, in £/MWh of curtailment. 
• DSO curtails in price order, as opposed to LIFO.
• DER are settled based on their offer price and the outturn 

curtailment they experience.

The Stage 1 report on the evaluation of the initial market design options can be found at 
https://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/projects/energy-exchange. 

Chosen Detailed Market Design Summary

The points below explain the key workings of the market design. 
These are further illustrated in the subsequent slides.



High-level view of market operation

Market 
ranking 

algorithm

Live ANM 
operation

Data Calculation
Distributed 

energy resource
DSO

Active network 
managementKey:

Network 
configuration 

data

Participant 
offers

Ranked DER 
for 

curtailment

Data to 
settlement

Live network 
data



Market Ranking Algorithm – How it would work
The first stage of market operation would be a set of calculations which produce an ordered list of participants 
for use by the ANM system

Participant ranking algorithm

For each combination of:
• Participant
• Constraint
• Settlement period

1. Determine sensitivity factor
2. Calculate effective offer price for each combination 

as: Offer price ÷ sensitivity factor
3. Calculate effective offer capacity for each 

combination as: Offer capacity x sensitivity factor

For each combination of:
• Constraint
• Settlement period

4. Order participant offers according to effective offer 
price from lowest to highest

Ranked DER for 
curtailment

For each combination 
of:
• Constraint
• Settlement period

Output would be an 
ordered list of 
participants to curtail to 
relieve constraints

Participant offers

Offer price (£/MWh)
Offer capacity (MW)
Time applicable (start and end 
settlement periods)

(There could be benefit in 
allowing participants to offer at 
least two price/volume pairs* –
subject to technical feasibility)

Network configuration data

Information required to calculate 
sensitivity factors

* For example in the case of fuelled generators that would experience a start cost, so may be willing to offer different prices to turn down compared to entirely off



Real-time Dispatch – How it would work

Live ANM operation

Assume that ANM with MBCM system works by
1. Monitoring various network constraint points in 

real time
2. If a constraint threshold is breached, the system 

sends an instruction to the first participant that 
can resolve that constraint, telling it to reduce 
output by a defined capacity value

3. Periodically checks whether the constraint 
threshold has now been satisfied, if not sends an 
instruction to further reduce capacity

4. Loops through available participants until 
sufficient capacity has been reduced to resolve 
constraint

5. Releases participants as headroom on constraint 
becomes available (in reverse order)

MBCM implementation with ANM: 
potentially via API, not hard integration

Data to settlement

Actions settled based 
on out-turn curtailed 
energy.

Ranked DER for 
curtailment

An ordered list of 
participants to use to 
curtail to relieve 
constraints for each 
combination of:
• Constraint
• Settlement period

Live network data

Monitoring information 
required to manage local 
system - TBD



Timeframes

Offer granularity

Start active
price period

Rationale
End of

offer updates

Allowing very near term changes may enable 
gaming and cause challenges with the system.

Settlement period cannot be more than offer 
granularity which eliminates 24h+ as well as 
‘duration of event’ for events over 30min. 

End

Preferred optionAlternative optionKey:

24 hours +

1 hour

< 1 hour

Minimum change 
notice

Duration of event

24 hours +

30 min

< 30 min

Settlement granularity

This slide shows the timeframes associated with participant actions. The considered timeframes are 
shown in orange, and the preferred options shown in red. 

Align participant price granularity with current 
common products in GB energy market and 
settlement.1 hour +

30 min

< 30 min

Summary

Participants can set 
their offer prices as far 
into the future as they 
would like. 
Offer prices can vary 
throughout each day, 
to a maximum of 
30min granularity.

It will take one hour for 
a price change to take 
effect on the system.

Settlement granularity 
will be 30mins.

Forcing participants to commit to offer prices 
more than 24 hours ahead limits opportunities to 
take part time in near term markets e.g. day-
ahead and intra-day wholesale and new day-
ahead frequency auctions.



Proposed eligibility to participate

Can offer 
into MBCM

Notes

Non-firm ✔ Participant provide response based on the difference between 
outturn and baseline.

Firm generation ✔
Participants provide response based on the difference between 
outturn and a baseline. Expect that controls and monitoring 
would need to link in with ANM system, potentially API interface-
driven dispatch through aggregator/DER control centre.

Storage
✔ As above when generating, but also could import to absorb 

curtailment, against an agreed baseline

Demand Response
✔ In a generation-constrained zone, a demand site could increase its 

import compared to an agreed baseline to provide response.

Aggregation 
(for assets in the 

constraint location)

Aggregation could be allowed when the constituents assets are 
within close proximity so that their response is effective

It is anticipated that a large range of asset types would be able to provide a response to manage local constraints

✔



• Improve profitability for DER

• Reduce total curtailment cost (£)

• Through more efficient curtailment (compared to LIFO)

• Reduce overall curtailment (MWh), with impact on total curtailment cost (£)

• Through the participation of storage and demand customers

• Better facilitate FDG participation in wider system services

• Allow other technologies to participate in balancing the system

• Better management of connections queue

• Signal where network reinforcement is better value

• Recommend how to integrate with wider system services

Desired outcomes from using MBCM



Next Steps

Detailed cost-benefit analysis for market participants

Network simulation to determine curtailment reduction

Go/no-go decision by end of 2020 on live trial

Continued customer and stakeholder engagement



Please send feedback and/or 
questions to:

Rita.Shaw@UKPowerNetworks.co.uk

Efstathios.Mokkas@UKPowerNetworks.co.uk

Other project documents available at: 
https://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/projects/energy-exchange/
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